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a day of reckoning is coming

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As noted in an October 10, 2022, GB News article  by British presenter Mark Dolan, we have a

long list of challenges facing us at the moment. There’s the global economic crisis, the European

energy crisis, runaway inIation and the threat of escalating war, just to name a few.

But on top of all of that, there’s the “COVID industry,” to use Dolan’s term, which is not about to let

go of the pandemic anytime soon. And, why would they? After all, it’s the justiPcation for the

global biosecurity state; the perfect excuse to usher in biological surveillance, digital identities,

The Great Reset and the Fourth Industrial Revolution (i.e., transhumanism).

Calls for Renewed COVID Measures Are a ‘Sick Joke’

So, as we head into fall and winter, the COVID industry is ramping up for another round of

freedom-robbing countermeasures. In the U.K., the BBC has already kicked off the

fearmongering, making a big ado about a supposed rise in COVID “cases.” Are people still buying

into that worn-out fraud? Must we really spend another winter explaining how the PCR test

cannot identify infection? We’ll see, but I hope not. Dolan writes:

“The Beeb’s [BBC News] obsession with COVID at the expense of everything else was

pointed out by former ONS statistician Jamie Jenkins this week.

‘A rise in COVID cases and Hugh Pym at the BBC is all over it for the main news bulletin

even when there’s little impact on serious illness — for the majority. Excess deaths for

months for non COVID reasons in under 60s, and nothing on main news that I’ve seen.

Selective BBC reporting just shocking.’

Isn’t it wonderful that we are paying through the nose — 160 quid [British pounds] a year,

for this mental torture. And powerful groups, like independent Sage ... will stop at nothing

until we're all masked, working from home, socially distanced, sanitized and freshly

jabbed.

At this point, hearing these siren voices calling for more restrictions is just a sick joke,

given the damage these people have inVicted on our country — two and a half years of

experimental lockdowns that show no discernible beneWt to countries and regions that

stayed open and carried on as normal.

We borrowed half a trillion quid to pay perfectly healthy people to stay at home, and we

closed once viable businesses. All at the behest of those who thought you could control

a seasonal respiratory virus.

Well, the data is in, the numbers are there for all to see, and the graphs are clear. Stop it

we did not. Can you imagine if we had more economy destroying measures in the months

to come? We are surely just a couple of lockdowns away from being so broke as a

country, we will be deciding which of our offspring to eat Wrst.”

Refuse All Continued COVID Measures

I can only agree with Dolan, who believes “there should be zero [COVID] measures ever again.” We

have up to two years’ worth of data on most of the measures, and NONE has proven fruitful.

Instead, they’ve all been shown to be harmful — to economic stability, mental health, physical

health, education, life expectancy, quality of life and more. The global response has been nothing

short of disastrous, and following the same playbook once more is pure insanity.

There’s only one reason to return to strategies proven harmful, and that is because the harmful

outcomes are actually desired. Unfortunately, that appears to be the case, because COVID

tyranny is about to be unleashed yet again.

“Mark my words, the mask mandates will return, economically damaging work from

home directives will kick in and vaccine tyranny, will no doubt rear its ugly head,” Dolan

writes.

“Although it's hard to sell now, given that Denmark have effectively banned the vaccine

for anyone under 50 — you've got to have a doctor’s note and evidence of a serious

medical condition to get the [jab]. And Norway have done the same, for the under 65s. If

you are under 65 in Norway you will not be able to get boosted ...

[And] news just in — the Australians as well, as revealed by US journalist Alex Berenson.

Australia, one of the most jab happy the countries in the world, who have been drinking

the zero COVID Kool-Aid for two years have stopped offering the vaccine to under 50s ...

Why would that be? I wonder if the Norwegians and the Danes and are concerned about

both the e`cacy of the vaccine — in other words if it works, and the safety. Perhaps

they've been looking at a report published in the Lancet from the University of Oxford,

suggesting the vaccinated are 44% more likely to get COVID. Get jabbed to get the

disease. That's some vaccine isn't it ...

Perhaps I'm putting two and two together and coming up with Wve, but it looks to me like

these countries — Denmark, Norway and even Australia, are running for the hills. It's my

instinct, that a day of reckoning in regard to the vaccines is coming, and I can't wait. I'll be

bringing popcorn ...

It's time to live with this virus, as we do with all others, and push back on any measures,

that threaten the economy, children's education, our mental and physical well-being, our

freedoms and our way of life. [To] those calling for more measures, which have already

broken our country and broken our society, just say no.”

Florida Surgeon General Censored

In the U.S., Florida is pretty much alone in following the path of Norway and Denmark. October 7,

2022, Florida Surgeon General Dr. Joseph Ladapo issued a new COVID jab guidance,

recommending men between the ages of 18 and 39 abstain from the COVID jab, as data show an

84% increase in heart-related death within 28 days of injection.

Ladapo posted the updated guidance on Twitter the same day.  Twitter promptly removed the

tweet for violation of Twitter rules, but eventually restored it. According to the October 7

guidance:

“The Florida Department of Health (Department) conducted an analysis  through a self-

controlled case series, which is a technique  originally developed to evaluate vaccine

safety. This studied mortality risk following mRNA COVID-19 vaccination.

This analysis found there is an 84% increase in the relative incidence of cardiac-related

death among males 18-39 years old within 28 days following mRNA vaccination.

Individuals with preexisting cardiac conditions, such as myocarditis and pericarditis,

should take particular caution when considering vaccination and discuss with their

health care provider.

As such, the Florida Department of Health has issued the following guidance: Based on

currently available data, patients should be informed of the possible cardiac

complications that can arise after receiving a mRNA COVID-19 vaccine. With a high level

of global immunity to COVID-19, the beneWt of vaccination is likely outweighed by this

abnormally high risk of cardiac- related death among men in this age group.

The State Surgeon General now recommends against the COVID-19 mRNA vaccines for

males ages 18-39 years old. Individuals and health care providers should also be aware

that this analysis  found: Males over the age of 60 had a 10% increased risk of cardiac-

related death within 28 days of mRNA vaccination ...

The Department continues to stand by its Guidance for Pediatric COVID-19 Vaccines

issued March 2022, which recommends against use in healthy children and adolescents

5 years old to 17 years old.

This now includes recommendations against COVID-19 vaccination among infants and

children under 5 years old, which has since been issued under Emergency Use

Authorization.”

Post-Jab Autopsy Results Withheld

Like Dolan, I believe a day of reckoning is coming. It seems our public health authorities know

this as well, which is why they’re Pghting tooth and nail to slow the release of COVID jab data to a

slow drip. They’re probably all hoping they’ll be dead and buried by the time the whole truth

comes out.

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention spent 15 months Pghting a legal battle to

prevent the release of V-Safe data  (ultimately losing that Pght), and now we Pnd out that the

U.S. Food and Drug Administration is refusing to release autopsy results of people who died post-

jab. As reported by The Vaccine Reaction:

“The FDA has refused a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to release the

autopsy results of people whose deaths were reported to the Vaccine Adverse Event

Reporting System (VAERS) after receiving a COVID-19 shot. The FOIA request was

submitted by The Epoch Times newspaper ...

According to The Epoch Times, the FDA declined to release any autopsy reports of

VAERS deaths, even redacted copies, citing FOIA section (8) (A) which allows federal

agencies to withhold information from the public if an agency ‘reasonably foresees that

disclosure would harm an interest protected by an exemption,’ with the exemption being

‘personnel and medical Wles and similar Wles the disclosure of which would constitute a

clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy’ ...

All of the FDA’s stated concerns about protecting privacy seem rather bogus, as the

autopsy results sought through the FOIA request could be released with personal

information blacked out.

‘The personal information could easily be redacted without losing the potential learnings

from [the] autopsy,’ said Kim Witczak, a drug safety advocate who serves as an adviser to

the FDA.

Besides, Witczak logically points out: ‘If someone submits their experience to VAERS

they want and expect to have it investigated by the FDA. This includes autopsy reports.

Autopsies can be an important part of postmortem analysis and should be done

especially with increased deaths following COVID-19 vaccination.’”

CDC Has Ignored Clear ‘Death’ Signal

While the CDC has insisted that no safety signal has ever been triggered in any of the adverse

event collection databases, analyses of both the V-Safe and VAERS data suggest otherwise.

“ The COVID jabs are so incredibly hazardous
that even the CDC’s flawed formula cannot cover
up their lethality. Using the CDC formula, ‘death’
still meets all the safety signal criteria and should
have been flagged, yet the CDC has kept mum.”

Of critical importance is the CDC’s apparent failure to identify a massive warning signal for death.

In an October 3, 2022, article,  Kirsch pointed out that the formula the CDC uses to trigger safety

signals — described in its VAERS standard operating procedures manual  — is “seriously Iawed,”

as the more dangerous a vaccine is, the less likely it is that a safety signal will be triggered.

However, the COVID jabs are so incredibly hazardous that even the CDC’s Iawed formula cannot

cover up their lethality. Using the CDC formula, “death” still meets all the safety signal criteria and

should have been Iagged, yet the CDC has kept mum.

The FDA is following the same playbook, refusing to release data that rightfully should be made

public. We paid for it. The data belong to the American public, and the only reason the FDA, as the

CDC, is hiding it is because it proves they’ve acted in bad faith and haven’t followed the data at

all.

A Reckoning Is Surely Coming

The crimes committed by the “COVID military-industrial complex” — which includes governments,

Big Tech, media, Big Pharma and the bioweapons research industry worldwide — are now so

numerous and so egregious in nature, it’s hard to fathom they’ll get away with it forever.

Surely, a day of reckoning is in the making, as more and more people start to wake up to reality.

The CDC and FDA aren’t the only entities whose crimes against humanity are being exposed.

Here’s a short-list of other recent exposures:

• Getting the COVID jab to protect others was always a lie, and there was never any legal

basis for COVID passports — These truths were conPrmed by Dutch Parliament member Rob

Roos in early October 2022.

During a COVID hearing, Roos questioned PPzer’s president of international developed

markets, Janine Small, about whether PPzer had in fact tested and conPrmed that their

mRNA jab would prevent transmission prior to its rollout. Small responded, “No. We had to

really move at the speed of science ... and we had to do everything at risk.”

As noted by Roos, “this means the COVID passport was based on a big lie. The only purpose

of the COVID passport: forcing people to get vaccinated.” Roos added that he found this

deception “shocking — even criminal.”

• Medical boards are showing their true colors by censoring doctors — The Federation of

State Medical Boards (FSMB) is calling on states to create laws that punish doctors for

sharing medical information that does not align with “consensus” opinion. Punishment

would include stripping doctors of their medical license.

The American Board of Internal Medicine and the American Board of Family Medicine

support the FSMB’s position and have warned doctors certiPed by their boards that

spreading misinformation could prompt the board to revoke their certiPcation.

While physicians who are speaking honestly about the vaccine science are labeled

“misinformers” and may face disciplinary action, the “consensus” would never be a

consensus of physicians treating patients, but of those powerful few who have assumed the

role of oversight and whose focus is political policy and future agenda, not patient care.

• U.S. government is illegally censoring Americans by proxy — Over the past couple of years,

it’s become abundantly clear that government olcials are trying to circumvent the U.S.

Constitution by calling on and/or threatening private tech companies to censor on their

behalf.

Brazenly power-drunk, many have not even tried to hide it. They’ve admitted it publicly. In

other cases, FOIA’s and lawsuit discovery procedures have forced the release of documents

proving government has been violating Americans First Amendment rights by colluding with

private companies on whom and what to censor and ban.

As reported by Tablet magazine, “At least 11 federal agencies, and around 80 government

olcials, have been explicitly directing social media companies to take down posts and

remove certain accounts that violate the government’s own preferences and guidelines for

coverage on topics ranging from COVID restrictions, to the 2020 election, to the Hunter

Biden laptop.”

• Financial institutions show their colors by punishing users for opinions — We’ve also seen

how Pnancial institutions are weaponized to keep the public in check.

For example, the U.S. and European Union banned Russian banks from the Swift system,

and then seized more than $30 billion in assets owned by Russian oligarchs plus another

$300 billion in Russian Central Bank reserves.  Following that same pattern, Canadian

banks froze the bank accounts of hundreds of individuals who donated to or participated in

the Freedom Convoy.

This stunning display of authoritarian tyranny shocked many into waking up to the reality

that government now views its own citizens as the enemy, and is willing to use any means to

control us. Realizing they’d pushed too far too fast, at least one bank apologized for freezing

bank accounts,  but the damage to trust was already done.

Most recently, PayPal sent out a revised terms of service notice announcing it would begin

to Pne users $2,500 for the spread of misinformation, starting November 3, 2022.  The

updated terms of service resulted in thousands of users swiftly closing their accounts and

taking their outrage to social media. Even its own former president, David Marcus, called the

new terms “Insanity.”

The backlash was so great, PayPal quickly apologized for causing “confusion,” claiming the

new terms of service had been sent out in error. However, this is rather impossible when you

consider the many steps a company like PayPal has to go through before a terms of service

update actually gets authorized and sent out.

Interestingly, Fortune magazine reported this story October 10, 2022, and within two days,

deleted the article. Fortunately, someone archived it.

We’ve Been Deceived and Sold Out

When you add these and other revelations together, it’s quite clear that we are being “herded” into

The Great Reset, and that a wide range of industries have been weaponized against us for this

purpose, most notably the medical industry, the 9nancial industry and Big Tech.

Government, which was set up to be “of the people and for the people,” has been inPltrated and

turned against us as well, and it’s now using every power at its disposal to suppress and control

the population while simultaneously allowing the systems we depend on for life to be dismantled

and destroyed, such as the food, energy and Pnancial systems.

There can be only one reason for this, and that is that government (not just the U.S. government

but also others around the world) are onboard with The Great Reset, which will result in a

totalitarian dystopia.

Stand Up, Speak Out, Turn the Tables

The good news is that we still outnumber these megalomaniacs by tens of millions to one, if not

more. And, believe it or not, they need our cooperation. If enough of us withhold our cooperation,

their plans start falling apart.

Two of the most important things everyone can do right now is 1) prepare ourselves and our

families for hard times (if you were not a prepper before, now’s the time); and 2) start building

parallel structures and systems to replace the ones that are being dismantled.

The idea is to survive and rebuild a world of our own choosing rather than being forced to accept

theirs out of sheer desperation. Strategies that can strengthen individual and local resilience to

the stresses facing us include the creation of local food systems and the strengthening of

neighborhood and community connections.

Prepare for the inevitable Pnancial catastrophe and become as independent and resilient as

possible. Shore up supplies and Pgure out how to live in an “off grid” scenario, in case daily

conveniences suddenly vanish. This year I have offered many articles on how you can prepare for

food, water and other crises, which you can 9nd in my Substack library.

Aside from “investing” in storable food, a water catchment system and other essentials that will

only go up in price or become unobtainable, you may also consider buying physical precious

metals, which can help protect against currency devaluation. Investing in real assets, such as

land could be another.

It’s also essential to become as healthy as possible. A recent study showed that 93% of U.S.

adults are metabolically unhealthy, and those stats were four years old. It’s likely that number is

now over 95%. You want to be the 1 person in 20 who is healthy. So, make it your goal to be in

that group and start getting metabolically Pt now.

Also prepare yourself mentally, emotionally and spiritually for what could be stressful and

challenging times as the globalist cabal continues to push The Great Reset forward, which will

require more “emergencies.”

Lastly, remember professor Mattias Desmet’s instruction that limiting the social harm inIicted by

a totalitarian regime requires nonviolent resistance and outspokenness. Continue to speak out

against the narrative in clear, rational and nonabusive ways. Dissenting voices keep totalitarian

systems from deteriorating into abject inhumanity where people are willing to commit heinous

atrocities.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews

it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!
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The economic crisis is raging around the world with rampant inIation and the future may be more dramatic. As long as the globalist

elite rules the world, the crisis will devastate the economies and poverty will grow while the 1% increase their wealth. We have to

combat the disaster, the situation has never been so serious and the future of all of us is threatened. People must defend nature and

the fruits they feed on must put it at their service. The man of spirit feels permanently indignant against injustice and directs his love

towards the earth and his fellow men, especially towards his children. In the human community it is necessary to create a home that

arises from his participation in the joys and sufferings of his fellow men.

. Initiatives should be sought for the participation of community-based organizations, the support of true health science, biodynamic

agriculture and environmental conservation, so that together concrete, inclusive and sustainable solutions can be achieved to Pght

against great threat from tyrants who want to dominate bodies and minds. All of this will counteract a growing danger of mass civil

unrest, famine, pandemics, and war. Humanity can be prey to see revolutions of the overthrow of currencies and entire economies. The

globalist elite has taken over governments whose failure can destroy them.

The house of cards collapses. A house of cards marked by medical and political corruption. Joe Bien is one of the serious culprits of

this medical, economic and energy crisis with the threat of worsening the war with worse consequences. In a lengthy report issued by a

watchdog group founded by a former Trump administration olcial, he indicated that the current US president is implicated in at least

half a dozen crimes, including tax evasion. www.newstarget.com/2022-10-27-joe-biden-implicated-in-half-dozen-white..  (10/27/2022)
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This is part of Biden's policy: Oil prices in the United States continue to rise as the dollar weakens and the White House exports

more and more crude oil and fuel. www.reuters.com/business/energy/oil-prices-edge-higher-us-dollar-eases..  (25/10/2022) The

people lose but the globalist elite and olcials win. According to a Wall Street Journal investigation, government olcials working

on measures to stop the COVID infestation made highly proPtable Pnancial trades at the right time as markets fell when the

COVID war began and again later when markets rose. .

winepressnews.com/2022/10/28/us-federal-olcials-got-richer-and-schem..  (28 /10/2022= Europe is sinking fast on a

continent on a collision course with total collapse: no industry, no supply chains, no energy, no metals, no fertilizers and no food.

BASF in particular, fertilizer production would plummet and there would not be enough fertilizer to grow the crops that would

feed the world. The United States destroyed the Nord Stream pipelines, semi-permanently cutting off Germany from Russian gas

and has further plunged the European economy, resulting from the US/NATO effort on economic sanctions on Russia.

www.reuters.com/markets/europe/basf-says-european-operations-need-be-c..  (10/26/2022)

www.brighteon.com/bfe4e7d7-bf52-4edd-a2d8-cafd28b97a9e  (10/27/2022)
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The CDC is corrupt, so the lies and misinformation about the harm of "vaccines" must be punished. I JUST SENT ROCHELLE

WALENSKY ANOTHER NOTIFICATION THAT THE DEATH SIGNAL IN VAERS WAS TRIGGERED. Our billboard goes up in 2 weeks

outside CDC headquarters as well. I'm hoping they will get the message that I'm not joking around.

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/i-just-sent-rochelle-walensky-another?utm_s..  (10/29/2022)

lstevekirsch.substack.com/.../this-is-the-billboard-that-we-will  (10/22/2022) Also the FDA. IT’S A FRAUD’: DR. HARVEY RISCH

REVEALS THE BIGGEST LIE ABOUT COVID-19. The FDA website went up on July 1, 2020.

It has been there for two years. is a fraud. Website says: "Warning: Hydroxychloroquine should not be used in outpatient

treatment due to risk of cardiac adverse events" vigilantfox.substack.com/p/its-a-fraud-dr-harvey-risch-reveals?utm_sou..

 (10/29/2022) The consequences of medical and institutional corruption are deaths and illnesses from biological weapons:

Independent virologist and vaccine expert Geert Vanden Bossche has a new message for the world about what is to come as a

result of biological weapons. A doomsday situation is brewing, says former Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation employee, that will

undoubtedly wipe out at least part of Western civilization. And the culprits, he insists, are the "fully vaccinated."

allnewspipeline.com/Vaccine_Expert_Warns_Of_Catastrophe_Within_Months_..  (10/25/2022)
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Gui as many brace for what likely is coming, it's important one big facade, lie, is the Rockefeller Green Revolution claim to 'Feed

the World." Whose world & fed with what? Today as throughout history, brutal measures disrupting supply lines, distribution have

been used to destroy other cultures, nations. The Green Revolution was no less. The Covid Campaign is more of the same on

steroids. The impacts of harmful strategies starting nearly three years ago due to lockouts, house solitary conPnements, loss of

mid-sized, mom & pop business, crippled farmers, are starting to show up once again on store shelves.

Not because to many are working, making too much money. How ridiculous is we have to raise interest rates to increase the cost

to borrow to keep people from buying what isn't there. All tactics known to be harmful & used in the past because the harm is the

desired effect. They cause problems then offer solutions not addressing their created problem. The biggest difference this time

is it has been Global.

We have massive reports of non-illness cases, like watching some fund raiser, the only thing missing is the phone bank. The

death cases from all causes for non-Covid for those under 60, cases, crickets. When Dr's challenge or in our current mess,

attempt to challenge a 'Captured Audience Campaign," is the very dePnition of conditions showing there is No Consensus within

the medical community. There is a consensus of those with a Global Agenda.

We have always lived with the natural version of Corona, most likely why it chosen. Another yearly treadmill shot where most

likely only clean versions given to those Predator$ believe useful to them. Using a never-ending Fear Campaign of Dis-ease to

usher in a vision of Utopia where humans no longer even exist, only artiPcial mimics or robots with archived records to draw on,

no real mind or life. Immortal madness. If they are in fact protected from liability, this is criminal, what about the RICO ACT?
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Gui. The USA gobermnt is beyond Pxing. Sad situation for all. Hopefully November 8th the sheep that gave been asleep awaken

and vote the Communist Democrats out of olce. A glimer of hope! Enjoy the weekend!! To Guanabana!
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This link is to James Lyons-Weiler's Substack - Reminder: This Saturday, 7pm ET - World Premiere of "Tip Toe to Tyranny" - Librti

Social Media and Vaccine Choice Canada: popularrationalism.substack.com/p/reminder-this-saturday-7pm-et-world  - there's a

trailer of this upcoming documentary. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ADD'L - Thought this was a free screening, ooops, sorry, seems they want a

CAD$ 20 contribution to watch. They are promising to release the Ilm for free, after about 1 week of sales of the recording

including this evening's discussion and Q&A.
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Gui- I'll wager that 9 out of ten people looking at the billboard will have no idea what VAERS is or means. Most people who drive

by will not have a clue what the statement means. You only have a second or two to read the billboard if driving by and

comprehend the message. It would be better if the billboard said. "Why are adverse reactions from the vaccine being withheld

from the public"? Or "Why is the safety data from the vaccine hidden from the public"? Or Do you or a loved one get a serious side

effect shortly after getting the vaccine? Let us know at whateverwebsite.com Something simple/precise and to the point. Then

have something where people can get more info like Contact XYX.org 1-2-3.org or whatever. The VAERS data base is

complicated to decipher and what I've read about it is that it takes at least 30 minutes to enter the data and must be precise even

by doctors or nurses who Pll it out so in my opinion many do not bother or have the time. Just a thought!
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Thanks for the links, Gui. Humanity is on a downward spiral and it is accelerating! We must act fast, before "Humanity" becomes

a distant memory.
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The website geoengineeringwatch.org offers for free viewing, the Plm "the Dimming" as well as a few other Plms that are worth

while viewing for clariPcation of how devastating the chem cloud spraying is to the future of our species and our habitat planet

earth.
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Just, you summarize the great current problems very well and give them a base: "Using a never-ending Fear Campaign of

Dis-ease to usher in a vision of Utopia where humans no longer even exist, only artiPcial mimics or robots with archived records

to draw on, no real mind or life."" "Green revolution", "green capitalism", everything is maneuvers to enrich the usual, the globalist

elite that wants to enrich the private sector. If business and Pnancial leaders were serious, would recognize the need to change

course drastically to ensure that this planet remains hospitable to all humanity now and in the future, what it would do is

establish a healthier diet, some energies that could take on the droughts that are taking place in the planet due to a scarcity of

water.

It is necessary to Pght against the slavery of the Great Reset. We do not want to have owners who take away our freedom of

thought and action. We do not want the new landowners of the big capital, the monopolies and the surveillance state, the

technocratic forces and the transhuman man, and of course we don't want vaccines. Villages settled on fertile land are more

developed and prosperous. The installation of water and climate also contributes to the growth and prosperity of the villages. the

condition of agriculture, rural economy and cottage industries under the economic factor.

The growth of the village community depends on the conditions of agriculture, clean energy systems. If agriculture produces a

good harvest, the economic situation of the townspeople will be better. The World Economic Forum, led by Klaus Schwab,

technocrat and promoter of transhumanism, provides detailed instructions on how the "COVID-19" pandemic will be used to

implement a global monetary reset. and digital currency, technocracy, and totalitarian rule around the world under the guise of

socialism and environmentalism, with China as a model, and enslave humanity through a sinister vaccine conspiracy.
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It is transhumanism, where entire sectors are sacriPced to boost the monopoly and hegemony of pharmaceutical corporations,

high-tech / big data giants, Amazon, Google, major global chains, the digital payments sector, biotech concerns, etc. ., all this

needs to be supported by consumption, even if it is associated with a basic income for the most disadvantaged while the

technocracy dictates its laws. It is about stripping property rights under the guise of “sustainable consumption” and “saving the

planet”, they say they want to reverse “climate change”, but this is just propaganda. Of course, the small elite that implemented

this great reset will own everything and also the restrictions on fundamental freedoms and mass surveillance, absolute power,

sustained tyranny.

What is being demonstrated is that the RICO Law (Racketeer InIuenced and Corrupt Organizations Act, which initially opposed,

and above all, extortion with a legal basis to combat and condemn the criminal activities of maPosi and criminal organizations of

crime organized, does not apply to political corruption and the Pharmaceutical MaPa to which the world is subjected on the road

to the Great Reset.
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Gui, Biden is certainly a culprit, but no more than Trump. Both have shown lack of integrity throughout decades of their careers,

both shoveling the public wealth to the 1%, disrespecting women, endless verbal gaffes or outright lies, collusion with the already

rich to become richer (Delaware--the American Cayman Island, or decades of serial lawsuits from stiffed contractors and

employees and tax avoidance ). Neither of these men should have been in a position of leader of a nation.  We don't elect people

for their integrity or history of dedication to improving the lives of everyday people. We elect them by the persuasiveness of their

lying rhetoric and we have little or no effective input as to selection of candidates.  A watchdog group founded by a Trump

olcial is likely biased.
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Here in NM, I have been a registered Libertarian for over 30 years now, as it helps maintain the state LPNM as major party ballot

status. But once again, I Pnd myself having already early voted for Republican gubernatorial candidate Mark Ronchetti, (instead

of LP Navajo Karen Bedonie), against incumbent Dem candidate Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham. From my PoV, just like voting for

Trump, this is not so much about voting FOR Ronchetti, as it is for voting AGAINST Gov Grisham, who BTW has been getting

visits from Biden and Harris.

Grisham has gotta go!!! And as much as I would have liked to have voted for LP Navajo Nation Karen Bedonie, a former recent

Republican, I found a few items about her in this following article link very questionable from an LP PoV, BUT NOT HER NAVAJO

CULTURE, so I don't feel all that bad voting otherwise for Rep. Mark Ronchetti. But I did vote for all the other statewide LP

candidates. sourcenm.com/2022/10/18/trailing-in-polls-libertarian-candidate-for-nm..
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My priority is to keep the land under my feet. It is also my greatest concern. As long as I can do that, my life will remain fairly

stable and I can help others. Owning land is crucial to my network. If we have the opportunity that land offers, we can help each

other. Me, and all of us, will need to adapt as shortages increase, but I am already there in many ways. More and more, we return

to the self-reliant ways of our ancestors. With a bit of new technology. (However, blenders wear out, but forks are cheap and

durable.) The more prepared we are, the less dilcult these transitions will be.

No matter how bad it gets in rural areas, we will still be better off than people in inner cities and still have a greater degree of

freedom. There is still the bounty of nature. And the peace and quiet. Our lives involve a lot of hard work--not all bad or a

curse--and I am looking forward to my long winter's nap, maybe after New Years. Almost everything we need comes from the

land. Except, maybe a new pair of work jeans occasionally. It is getting harder to Pnd sturdy used work clothing in good

condition.

I just don't dress up anymore as there would be no place to go. Besides, I was joking the other day that thieves do not lie in wait

to snatch purses from people who dress like I do at the discount places I shop... What I would like most from govt is to get govt

off my land, out of my bedroom and out of my wallet. This is the solution to most of the problems in our lives. As a responsible

adult, I really can run my own life and make my own decisions. I do not consider myself a ward of the state. Besides, the state is

a very inadequate guardian.
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Hi Sambruno. SENATOR PAUL HAS CALLED ON THE PUBLIC TO OPPOSE UNCONSTITUTIONAL LOCKS, mandates, and damaging

policies imposed by "power-hungry" elites. In an opinion piece for Fox News, Paul criticized Democratic leaders Biden and the

president. of the House of Representatives, Nancy Pelosi, as "tyrants." "They can't arrest us all," Paul declared as he urged

patriots to "resist" attempts by Democrats to "destroy America."

neonnettle.com/news/16215-rand-paul-resist-the-great-reset-they-can-t-..  .------------GOP LAWMAKERS SEEK ANSWERS ON

BOSTON UNIVERSITY’S POTENTIALLY RISKY’ COVID-19 EXPERIMENTS ON MICE “Americans deserve the peace of mind that

proper oversight is conducted to ensure the safety & accountability of any risky scientiPc research,” committee Republicans

wrote on Twitter on Oct. 26. www.theepochtimes.com/gop-lawmakers-demand-answers-on-boston-universit..  (10/26/2022)
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The only way things will ever change is when people come to the realization that changing the political face of red, blue and/or

purple will achieve nothing because they are all operating and cut from the same cloth. It's the corrupt system that needs to

change which allows all politicians to do their dirty deeds. They are keeping the people weakened and divided with their blue/red

team mentality. Until the system is changed, corruption against the people will continue to Iourish, unabated. I've already

decided I will choose jail over covid restrictions.
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Thank you Rose www.tiptoepremiere.com  Also: live.childrenshealthdefense.org/.../good-morning-chd
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We must prepare for the death of the present system by creating new systems to be ready to take their place and make them

obsolete. This will make the transition easier. I was recently surprised to hear from a friend int he inner city who now travels to

the countryside to buy her eggs and produce from a farmer. She says she gets good value for her money unlike the rotten food in

supermarkets.  Some people are also learning to cook from scratch again, but not enough. Food and medicine are immediate

concerns for most people, but there is much more needing to be addressed.
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Very precise thoughts. fvtomasch. Now the data from V-Safe is conclusive because it shows without a doubt that we are facing a

planned genocide, A VACCINE HOLOCAUST, led by PPzer and Moderna and the entire pharmaceutical maPa. PPzer and the CDC

promised the nation that getting a Fauci Iu shot would Iatten the curve, stop the spread, and end the pandemic. They said that if

90 per cent of the population received the Covid-19 "vaccines", then that 90 per cent would be safe from anti-vaccines who are a

"global threat" living in denial and danger. The "GLOBAL THREAT" turned out to be the vaccinators who are dying at an

ever-increasing rate. TRIPLE-VAXXED accounts for 94 percent of all covid-19 deaths, revealing that the real 'global threat' is the

Fauci Flu vaccine and all those who received it, pushed for it, and still believe it works.

expose-news.com/2022/10/08/fact-check-antivaxxers-disgrace-must-be-def..
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Yes, Randy, humanity is at war, because the elite wants to kill us or enslave us. The Great Reset, the World Economic Forum is

engaged in a series of deeply interrelated agendas that will impose substantial changes in 200 areas of human life for those who

are left alive. World crises are often provoked, and others unleashed by the corruption of institutions, and large multinationals,

which take advantage of the situation to grow, while the poor are getting poorer. These interrelated agendas include the

implementation of the elite's eugenics program that will give them full control of the remaining transhuman population in a world

ruled by technocrats.
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Thanks to eiggod8, humanity can Pnd the real culprits in the principles and school of Klaus Schwab. The brainless leaders of the

West have fallen headlong into the covert totalitarianism of Klaus Schwab's global takeover agenda. Only the word 'world' in the

fake WEF description is accurate, but it was clearly designed to present Schwab's global and criminal globalist intentions in a

deceptively positive light. The other two concepts, 'economic' and 'forum', are deliberately misleading and are falsiPcations of the

facts. The WEF is not an exclusively or strictly "economic" organization at all: it promotes the quack "economics" as a means of

ultimately stealthily enforcing Schwab's Nazi-inspired absolutist policy.

The WEF is also not a 'forum': the purpose of a genuine 'forum' in the original sense of the word is a meeting for democratic

debate, but the sole purpose of the WEF is to implement its own agenda, which does not allow discussion, no argument or

challenge to its predetermined purpose as a tool to implement its program for an absolutist global dictatorship.

The Great Reset, described by the Gatestone Institute as “a blueprint for destroying freedom, innovation, and prosperity, 4 calls

for a huge global network of thousands of world leaders from business, politics, and civil society. They share variants of the

Davos philosophy and are supported by a large income from corporate membership fees. The WEF also has a youth wing called

the 'Global Shapers Community': 9,655 'shapers' work from 428 'hubs' in 148 different countries to inPltrate politics and promote

Schwab's evil nonsense. www.globalresearch.ca/rise-fall-great-reset-professor-arthur-noble/579..
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Schwab's evil nonsense. www.globalresearch.ca/rise-fall-great-reset-professor-arthur-noble/579..
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GRULLA ALMOND and HAR. in Spain we have had right-wing and left-wing parties in government, all of them have immersed

themselves in corruption, although some on a larger scale. The power of right-wing governments is greater because it is

supported by multinationals and pressure groups. The left tends to apply more supportive policies but sadly many end in failure.

As long as we have lobbies, there will be corruption. The rules of the game have not changed much, what is more, they have been

strengthened: inIuence so that laws are passed that benePt those in power.

Therefore, any interest group wants to hire those who get "results". People who spend their lives seeking political rent represent

an enormous opportunity cost. The most important lobbies correspond to inIuential economic sectors: The military lobby, for

example, is very powerful in the United States, where the pressure of this powerful industry reaches geopolitical inIuence in the

international decisions of the Prst power. The energy lobby: energy companies have great power. Oil companies have traditionally

been among the largest companies in the world, and even now they retain some of the power, amid the debate over the energy

transition that is taking place worldwide.

We know a lot about the health/pharmaceutical lobby: one of the items with the highest spending in any public budget is Health

and it is where corruption is trapped with transfers of large sums of money as we are seeing with the "vaccines" in the decisions

of the mandates and recommendations and as has been seen in many decades with drugs and all kinds of medications while

Alternative Medicines were evicted by the Rockefeller school.
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Big tech companies contribute to and drive the advancement of society, with huge amounts of money to invest and handling

billions of pieces of data. Not only do they cause tremendous damage with their interventions, which most of the time sabotage

the market and competition, it also means giving up a productive contribution to the material progress of society. Lobbies try to

inIuence politicians to change the laws in their favor, and many times their job consists not so much in direct pressure, but in

generating a state of opinion in society that causes political authorities to be prone to what they look for In short, the function of

these lobbies, their business, is to remove those from below to give money to those from above.

It is clear that the way corporations inIuence our US government is having a terrible effect on our health and the health of plants

and animals. The sad reality is that we are distracted by sponsor-inIuenced media to keep us focused on the wrong issues. For

the vast majority of humans it is clear that environmental toxins emanating from distributed products and point sources are a

major threat to human well-being and the biodiversity of planet earth, yet they receive only a tiny percentage of coverage from

the media. The lobbies act on all fronts commanded by big capital. Now the Great Reset is a source of great resources to achieve

the purposes of the deep state.
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"Global response" should be 'GLOBALIST' response....see Uttar Pradesh's results with Ivmctn, Doxy, Zn kits....from 18000 new

cases per week to 54 in 2 months. Why your local Horse spiital and puppet corpse of proviiiiiiiiders isn't in the Med-mil-farm

complex is telling
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"Gui", "have you ever encountered the Partido Libertario, who like most other libertarian parties, usually tilts just slightly to the

right??? en.wikipedia.org/.../Libertarian_Party_ (Spain)
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Ice Age Totalitarianism Eugenics Now.info October 29, 2022 at 7:34 pm When there’s just a few of the “Prisoners” left driving

around “The Village” in electric “golf carts” and the main herd is culled back to a more manageable level to be able to get through

the next Ice Age the strain on the grid will be much reduced. www.youtube.com/watch   |  | en.wikipedia.org/.../Rover_

(The_Prisoner) Reply   BallisticLogos   October 29, 2022 at 8:36 pm   Patrick McGoohan shoulda’ Pgured out a way to poke some

holes in Rover. www.Electroverse.co
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Sadly, the house of cards collapses BUT the big pharma maPa is still in power, pushing their injections and potions via their White

-whore- House mercenary in chief, the captured health agencies and their "lies armed" mercenary traditional and social media,

missinforming the population. I really hope this evil MAFIA will not successfully abuse their power by investigating its biggest

threat ever: Ellon Musk and free-speach based new twitter platform - as he promised: "the bird has been freed"
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I feel too that we can beat these primitive, old fashioned, psychopathic creatures but I am very concerned about one thing: the all

encompassing geoengineering which is extreme now every single day (here in Belgium but I assume everywhere in the world). With this

tool they can throw whatever evil on us and force us into illnesses. To me THAT is a dilcult one...
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That's how it is. "If you control the oil you control the nations, if you control the food you control the people" Henry Kissinger,

Nobel Peace Prize winner in 1973. In the complex domination of Imperialism there are productive activities in which the

multinational corporations that represent it have produced real disasters human and environmental. All for power and money.

Humanity is suffering from Food Corruption on the way to the Great Reset. Flash Droughts, Flash Floods, and Flash Frosts:

Control the Food Supply, Control the People.

The engineered drought is turning agricultural Pelds and food production into dust. Bone-dry regions of the western US hit 100

degrees this week, while snow fell at the same latitude in states farther east. Similar extreme scenarios are happening around

the world, what's wrong with this equation? Meteorologists are forcing the weather system well past the breaking point, if they

continue their operations there will be little or nothing left to salvage.

The latest installment of Global Alert News is below. Everyone is needed in the critical battle to wake up populations to what lies

ahead, we must make every day count. Share credible data from a credible source, make your voice heard. Awareness efforts

can be carried out from your own home computer. www.geoengineeringwatch.org

geoengineering-watch-global-alert-news-october-22-2022-376/  Dane Wigington GEOENGINEERING AFFECTS YOU, YOUR

ENVIRONMENT, AND YOUR LOVED ONES www.geoengineeringwatch.org
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The problem with geoengineering is cognitive dissonance coupled with a majority belief in self-importance. What really gets to

me is the denial of the act of aerial spraying and the continued use by the legacy medial of the epithet 'chemtrail conspiracy',

when government labs such as those at Porton Down have already revealed through the release of declassiPed documents, that

they repeatedly carried out these operations, particularly over densely populated areas, such as London. There's even a video of

one such actual Porton Down declassiPed Plm on YouTube www.youtube.com/watch  with the obligatory YT 'misinformation'

band under the video.

The problem is the 'general public' can't comprehend how unimportant they are in the scheme of things, gone are the days when

emperors needed huge numbers of slaves to achieve empire. This idea of classiPcation is also a huge con, we have had world

government for centuries, all countries know what each other are doing because they are all ruled by whoever holds the purse

strings. ClassiPcation is just a method of keeping information from the thinking members of the public and perpetuating war.

Pikiverschueren, as for Pandora, the ray of hope at the bottom of the box, is that the psychopaths' idea of their technological

capability is way beyond what they really have.

Academics are such bamboozlers, when it comes to funding, they lick their lips and set out their store, fully knowing that their

backers have no idea what they are looking at but with full understanding of what psychopaths want. To me this is a game of

poker, the psychopathic weapon is to make people fear that they are holding all the cards, the reality is they are staking

everything on a very dodgy hand and a poker face. Throughout the ages Mother Nature and human courage and ingenuity has

always prevailed. Gui, thanks for the link - appreciated!
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Very true indeed! Here in NYC There is no let up with this crap raining down on us all! Day and night! Never ever see those Deep

blue skies I once new! I’m in my 70’s and I remember what real weather was like! God help us all!
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While green-weenies smear potatoes on museum paintings and glue their hands to the wall...to stop oil and turn us into vegans

and support the green energy scam....Covid/Ukraine/InIation/fuel shortages "appear" ..all to bring the masses to their knees. If

Hurricane Ian was manipulated, it also brought early cold/drought/extremely low humidities to the South into N Florida....So RSV

/ Flu cases spiked. Duh...Cold dry air desiccates nasal passages and lungs to provide optimum conditions for the proliferation of

viruses/bacteria...add polluted air and vaxxx-weakened immune systems ...Voila...raise fear and kickoff the annual Iu-shot

campaign.

It is very likely weaponized weather is involved in "natural" disasters, ag failures and health...and as usual "no good crisis should

go to waste" according to our parasitic elite and fake media.....Perhaps midterms and open Twitter will begin a reckoning...or

backlash into more staged emergencies by desperate oligarchs...As media deception has become obvious to a majority of the

public, I wouldn't rule out mass disobedience or civil war.
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I very much believe that the ongoing drought in California and Nevada and other areas of the west are caused by geoengineering.

As well as the Ioods of the Midwest growing areas. Maybe the rains that were supposed to fall in California were held off by

chemicals in the sky so that the Midwest would get massive rains and Iooding. Or maybe the rains bound for California were

induced to fall in the PaciPc Ocean. This is all done so that we'll end up with a starving population. Who gives permission for

this?
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You are correct. A not so deep dive into the chemtrails and the contamination of the planet and water is enough to chill the

bones. Part of me wishes I did not know because the stress will kill me before the metals will.
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There must be massive, class action lawsuits (not solo). There is strength in numbers. And this will help to get word out...despite

the media blackout! Because there are ways around that. We can send info to school parent teacher association boards, college

newsletter editors, lawyers, doctors, etc.....but I really wanted to weigh in, that in our area, exactly during the week of Labor Day,

when people go on vacation, there was insanely hot weather... with the onset just in time for the holiday and the week thereafter!

It was, quite literally, 118 degrees and thereabouts...all week long! Good lord. This was like an onslaught to the spirit itself, and

like being in the Sahara Desert!

And can you guess? The week thereafter, the weather cooled by more than 40 degrees! And in the weeks after that, it actually

became at times even chilly! Don't tell me this was a natural event. And don't tell me it was not intended to enforce more

lockdowns! You can bet everybody stayed indoors, air conditioners on! "Save energy" we were told! Hey, even I used to think all

this was conspiracy theory, until I saw the geoengineering with my own two eyes! One day, there were airplanes circling around,

spraying literally graphs overhead with their white "ordinary contrails" that don't evaporate and which hang around for hours!

The planes circled from 8am and left at 5pm! Yes, I took pictures. Still meeting up with skepticism? Show people the US patents

www.geoengineeringwatch.org/links-to-geoengineering-patents  this Plm will convince mainstream thinkers

www.youtube.com/watch  Happy awakening! (Not!) But can we live with our heads in the sand forever? When will this dynamic

turn around?As soon as the people wake up! Thank you all for helping to spread word. PS and where US Patents exist, where

government documents and summit meetings exist, it can Not be conspiracy theory. Make no mistake about it, "conspiracy

theory" is best called Denial! This does not help.
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"The crimes committed by the “COVID military-industrial complex” — which includes governments, Big Tech, media, Big Pharma

and the bioweapons research industry worldwide — are now so numerous and so egregious in nature, it’s hard to fathom they’ll

get away with it forever" That is why the psychopaths will not back down or give up, since they are committed to the end, or they

lose and die. As the old saying goes "In for a penny, in for a pound." It applies so well to psychopaths since they have no

conscience or empathy. These articles Pnally seems to explain where the evil is and has been coming from for all of human

history.

Yes, they are inhuman, but not alien or ET. They are all around us disguised as normal humans. The books cited in the articles

explain the psychopathic problem we are facing quite clearly. We see them every day on TV and in the news, and especially in

governments, military and Hollywood. The war of good vs. evil is simply the war between the inhuman psychopaths who have

stolen control of everything and the rest of humanity as their victims. dissidentvoice.org/.../beware-the-psychopath-my-son

 www.sott.net/article/148141-The-Trick-%20of-the-Psychopath-s-Trade-Mak..
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Local sourcing is best. Your own backyard if possible. Our country has produced a lot of food in spite of weather conditions, but

it lies rotting because it cannot be delivered to markets. The solution to vinegar shortages is to make your own cider vinegar

from fall apple wastes. You may still be able to gather nuts. Save heirloom seed. Relieve people of the lovely squash they used as

Halloween decorations and never intended to eat. Figure out your clean water source. Know your priorities. How would you bathe

if the power went out? Do laundry? Cook? Keep warm? Educate your children properly? Replace the food and other things you

sue up? Ammo, reloading.

Plan ahead whenever possible. Don't procrastinate and become a victim when a crisis hits. For example, I look at the food

situation with high prices and shortages. Where were people's heads 2+ years ago when we started seeing lockdowns and

droughts? All the poor policy and politics? Why did the light bulb in their brains not go on? There was a strong case of denial with

people wanting to believe govt would always take care of them. People continued to believe in fairy tales and hope for the

happily-ever-after ending instead of dealing with reality. With years of signs and warnings, many people remain unprepared. In

the time wasted, they could have at least bought a pound of beans and a pound of rice weekly...

and done more! Transportation would not be necessary in a crisis if you sheltered in place. Where would you go, what would you

buy and what would be available? It would be assumed that anyone on the roads had money to spend or goods to steal. Why else

would they leave home? You would be a target for gangs and highwaymen. We are already seeing many kinds of theft and

hold-ups. Crime of all kinds is increasing. However, I would still like to be able to buy enough gas to run a chain saw--for making

Prewood and clearing storm-downed trees--even though an ax will work. The rest is manageable.
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ZTFZTF
Joined On 7/5/2011 7:05:22 PM
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I, too, am most concerned about the geoengineering crisis. We all know that evil humans exist, but you would think that even a

sociopath/psychopath would understand the utter stupidity of destroying his/her own planet...  I was out prepping the garden for

winter this morning and like so often nowadays, a jet Iew overhead trailing chemtrails (which overlapped with others from earlier

in the day). It's a bit overwhelming to know that there's no escaping the accompanying toxic nanoparticles -- so much for

potentially garnering some peace and relaxation from spending time outdoors.  I've said this before but I do feel that we need

someone mega-popular, of Joe Rogan's ilk, to get the word out to the masses.  To think how different this planet was a mere 50

years ago. Yes, it had its problems, but compared to now it was a paradise.
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Stockbridge
Joined On 2/25/2021 4:01:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here in the UK the only MSM organisation reporting the truth’ is GB News - their journalists are doing their job and they are all great

guys not afraid to speak up! Thank you Dr M for this article.
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febrifuge
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:25:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm in the UK and always watch GB news, no more BBC. Farage and Mark Steyn are the best, can't miss them.
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toolapcblack
Joined On 10/1/2014 7:10:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here in the UK no MSM would ever report the truth; GB news is regulated by OFCOM ie the government. OFCOM will immediately

silence any truth check out what happened to Richard D Halls Richplanet tv channel! Anybody who has or is given a platform to

speak is part of the establishment leading everyone to the same place. Always follow the money they are funded by Sir Paul

Marshall who also donates to political parties, Warner bros/discovery. Full of ex BBC ITV Sky.... They love the mark of the beast

check out Neil Olivers "thats handy" chip in the hand bit.
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Maritt
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Other sources for information in the UK: Daily Sceptic http://dailysceptic.org  - TCW defending freedom

www.conservativewoman.co.uk  - Free Speech Union (become a member especially if you are in the teaching profession, working

in the Public sector) https://freespeechunion.org  - Uk Medical Freedom www.ukmedfreedom.org/.../open-letters  - Us for Them

(against school closures / Pghting for children's rights) https://usforthem.co.uk  & usforthem2020.substack.com
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Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Thank God for GB News and Maritts sources. I didn't see GB News yet, because I live in Holland. However I just found out GB

News is also on the internet. This week news in Holland was that a parliament member said that the WEF elites are reptiles. I

think that explains why they want us to eat insects instead of meat.
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The Woke Bigots Ganging Up on GB News and Starving it of Advertising Revenue

dailysceptic.org/2022/10/28/the-woke-bigots-ganging-up-on-gb-news-and-..
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I can't even Pnd a decent weather report from the BBC any more. It's 90 presentation 10% useful and surrounded by promos.

Their attitude towards vaccine injuries has contributed to the high number of deaths I'm sure.
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Don’t forget the amazing reporters on UKColumn too. This is my chief go to news source. Several of my Freedom Fighter pals

met a few of them at a Rally/Protest in London last year - very impressive - the good guys who actually can back up their news

stories - a rare thing these days
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“If enough of us withhold our co-operation, their plans start falling apart”. True, but while we continue to pay for our own

brainwashing, nothing will change. The majority are still hooked up to mainstream and social media. The TV licence fee is

optional: you don’t pay it if you don’t watch it. Similarly, social media are unnecessary in your life. Removing both frees up cash

and time. Join a sports club, do charity work, take up crochet or art work - don’t waste your life on media b.s. and lies. The

Licensing authority will ask why you are not renewing your license. Tell them as I did that you know where to get your

brainwashing for free.

Remember the BBC is a deeply corrupt WEF organisation and is part funded as are others by Gates. “Obsession with Covid” is

just another way of saying it exists for that purpose: repeat a lie often enough and it becomes “true”. Similarly government is not

interested in what you think. It has an overriding commitment to its globalist masters and apart from that each MP may have

investments to protect. Dissenting voices in parliamentary debates have had a habit of coming to an early end, can’t think why.

Petitions are just ignored. What we can do? Recognise who your enemies are and withdraw your franchise in national and local

elections, by spoiling your ballot paper.

Cease the slavish adoration of Royalty, who have links with the WEF, paedophilia and vast hordes of land and wealth going back

centuries to the Enclosure Acts and Colonialism. Ignore nonsensical mandates and refuse illegal pressure for you and your

children to be injected without consent. Resist and refute transgenderism, sexualisation of children and the false climate change

narrative. Boycott corporations, retailers and banks that are WEF partners. Shop local, pay in cash, buy food from real farms that

work with nature not against it. expose-news.com/2022/10/28/uk-gov-refuses-to-look-into-covid-vaccine-s..
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Here is a link to the Detox Guide that is in one of the articles Gui posted in case you haven't checked out all of his other links:

worldcouncilforhealth.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Spike-detox-folde..  Original important link to read from Guillermo:

allnewspipeline.com/Vaccine_Expert_Warns_Of_Catastrophe_Within_Months_..  Wasn't this the guy who warned in the early days of the

jab rollout against vaccinating during a pandemic because it would be a leaky vaccine driving new variants?
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Thank you DIANNA, much needed detoxiPcation especially of those injected by biological weapons. The article I published says:

The consequences of medical and institutional corruption are the deaths and diseases of biological weapons: Independent

virologist and vaccine expert Geert Vanden Bossche has a new message for the world about what is to come as a result of

biological weapons. A doomsday situation is brewing, says former Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation employee, that will

undoubtedly wipe out at least part of Western civilization. And the culprits, he insists, are the "fully vaccinated."

allnewspipeline.com/Vaccine_Expert_Warns_Of_Catastrophe_Within_Months_..  (10/25/2022)-------------- Also The British Liver

Trust, report that there is a "worrying" increase in liver cancer cases of more than 45% in the last decade, with a 40% increase in

deaths related to liver cancer. An independent study in Sweden that found that the mRNA in the PPzer Covid vaccine was actually

being converted to actual DNA inside the liver. winepressnews.com/2022/10/28/british-health-olcials-report-seeing-a-..

 (10/28/2022)
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Simple. Ignore these morons and do not comply. The fake media and such does not speak for the people.
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Collect & connect the "dots."  Covid-19 - What does the convergence of Big Govt, Big Pharma, Big Medical Complex, & Big Media -

represent? Fascism! "The liberty of a democracy is not safe if the people tolerate the growth of private power to a point where it

becomes stronger than the democratic state itself. That in its essence is fascism: ownership of government by an individual, by a

group, or any controlling private power." ~ Franklin D. Roosevelt
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The "Why."  Consider the greater battle against The Powers That Be:  Believe it or not, the FED is now on our side and "KEY POINT:

Perhaps the greatest presidential act of Trump’s term was the elevation of Jerome Powell to FED Chairman. When all is said and

done, not only will Trump be remembered for completely demolishing the treasonously fake Mainstream Media, he will also be

known for saving the Republic through this extremely critical appointment." stateofthenation.co    And this - Tom Luongo: What

the WEF has in store for you  odysee.com/@LibertyLockdown:8/tom-luongo-what-the-wef-has-in-store-for..    "Cui Bono" (for

whose benePt)?
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www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/ucp-world-economic-forum-smith-edmonton..  Please view this news report on the VIEWS of the

Canadian / Alberta new female leader she is doing much to get away from the International "instructions" inc the global health there IS

HOPE IF she can make more statements as she has in the article!! It was too much to copy into this box Thank you
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More rays of light coming out of Alberta and western Canada? This is a recent David Wolfe interview: David Wolfe interviews Dr.

Hoffe and Dr. Malthouse - www.bitchute.com/.../wHuRIklSi0VE
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Thanks for the info (I'm already well aware of this courageous woman). Of course, your article is from the bought-and-paid-for

MSM. Here is a much more accurate account; along with the actual video of the Premier speaking to the people. ---

pressfortruth.ca/shes-taking-on-the-wef-ottawa-perhaps-this-needs-to-b..
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Very well written article Dr M! Everything I've been seeing and reading about in the last almost 3 years! Thanks!!
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Yes! And yesterday's article, ditto. And all articles are always so thoroughly researched and referenced. If we read about the

same topic ten times, there is always brand new information and always referring to the most highly credible sources. What

research and dedication, wow! Thank you Dr Mercola! :-)
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Share these pictures, they can be more powerful than words. www.hermesspeakes.co.uk/thegnomereserve

 www.pinterest.com/.../the-magic-of-colour   Sign up and create our own 'GREAT RESET' of freedom where WE OWN EVERYTHIG and

ARE VERY VERY HAPPY.
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Dr. Malone's Friday satirical humor may be included: FRIDAY FUNNIES: MONSTER MASH. Journalists and zombies

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/friday-funnies-monster-mash?utm_source=post-..  (10/28/2022)
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Gui; of all the "*** Clark's American Bandstand" shows that aired for so many years, this one was probably the most entertaining.

Bobby Pickett's facial expressions and impressions were amazing! References to "Dracula" and "The Mummy" for those of you

who weren't around then. I doubt if there was a teenager alive back then, who didn't tune into American Bandstand each week -

including Canada and other countries. --- Trivia: Bobby watched many 'horror' movies as a child; as his father was the manager of

a local movie theatre. --- P.S. So now we're censoring people's Prst names, because the "Politically Correct" minions might

misconstrue it? This society has become so pathetic - it hurts! Why not just make out a complete list of what we are, or are not

"allowed" to say or write. Personally; I would censor the word "censorship"!
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best comment ever
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DR MERCOLA ——- Florida statute 381.00315 FORCED VACCINES(as in break into your home and hold you down!), FORCED

QUARANTINE AND ISOLATION(as in take you away!!!).they can even kill your pets! FLORIDA IS A LIE FLORIDA IS NOT FREE!!!! I’m trying

to speak out dr mercola, but No one is listening including YOU! PLEASE DO AN ARTICLE ABOUT THIS EVIL NAZI STATUTE!!!
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I'm imagining that we should not take a defensive posture to the bullying, lies and distortion perpetrated by the tyrannists. We don't

need to adopt a reactive posture. It doesn't help us or help to turn the tide. We can each take our power back over our own lives and

connect with others in a new way to be part of something new. A new narrative is possible. Everyone is responsible for articulating it in

their own sphere.
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Update: The not so bright pal reinstated the $2500 Pne yesterday after having redacted it.
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Many sources are now claiming that the reinstatement is misinformation. However, this article dated 27 October 2022 from

Bitcoin magazine states that the Pne is in the small print: PAYPAL FINES UP TO $2,500 FOR INTOLERANCE: BITCOIN FIXES THIS

The User Agreement lays out terms and conditions for services users are allowed to use with funds from PayPal, allowing the

censoring of its customers’ money. bitcoinmagazine.com/business/paypal-Pnes-up-to-2500-for-intolerance-b..
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PayPal is Still Threatening to Fine Users for “Misleading Information” as Well as “Hate” and

“Intolerance”dailysceptic.org/2022/10/28/paypal-is-still-threatening-to-Pne-users-..
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I recently divested myself from PayPal.
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I dont have PP but can anyone explain just how they would track and monitor for “said” hate, intolerance and misleading

information? Its mind boggling on how theyd actually assess and determine what exactly constitutes misinformation in their

eyes. So they’re basically saying they will only allow you to spend yr own money for things they approve, and then, by whatever

means, decide if other actions you take they will Pne you? Just wondering how it all “works”.  And is that even legal???
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The main factor is the elites pushing for the great reset, which is not great. And countries and politicians following China in their

totalitarian policies. In the USA it’s mostly the democrat communist party lying they are for democracy. They have trampled on the Prst

amendment. The only solution is to vote them out including the rinos who are involved in both objectives of reset and totalitarianism.
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The Democrat/Republican uniparty or neolib/neocon party is increasingly authoritarian and is part of the oligarchy which is like

the opposite of communism.
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Politicians, in the end, are all cut from the same cloth. Their number one priority is for themselves and staying in power. The only

thing that will change this is to (forcefully) change the whole corrupted system they operate in. Otherwise, no matter what color

is the Iavor of the day, things will remain the same and it will be business as usual.
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"Government, which was set up to be “of the people and for the people,” has been inPltrated and turned against us as well, and it’s now

using every power at its disposal to suppress and control the population while simultaneously allowing the systems we depend on for

life to be dismantled and destroyed, such as the food, energy and Pnancial systems. .... government olcials are trying to circumvent

the U.S. Constitution by calling on and/or threatening private tech companies to censor on their behalf. The idea is to survive and

rebuild a world of our own choosing rather than being forced to accept theirs out of sheer desperation. " To survive and rebuild a world

of our own choosing dePnes freedom. Freedom of speech ~ remember those days??? There can be no freedom with censorship. If

these few sentences were blanketed across MSM, people would take to the streets and no longer roll up there sleeves.
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Yes, DIANNA, not only do government olcials circumvent the constitution, they also enrich themselves with Pnancial

operations. The people lose, but the globalist elite and government olcials win. According to a Wall Street Journal investigation,

government olcials working on measures to stop the COVID infestation made highly proPtable Pnancial trades at the right time

as markets fell when the COVID war began and again later when markets rose. .

winepressnews.com/2022/10/28/us-federal-olcials-got-richer-and-schem..  (28 /10/2022) Freedom of expression is a right

closely linked to freedom of thought and of the press, it is essential to be able to exercise other rights and actively participate in

a free and democratic society and world.

Its importance derives from the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) of 1948, which in its article 19 recognizes that

"every individual has the right to freedom of opinion and expression", a right that "includes the right not to be bothered because

of of their opinions, to investigate and receive information and opinions, and to disseminate them, without limitation of frontiers,

by any means of expression". www.es.amnesty.org/en-que-estamos/blog/historia/articulo/15-celebres-p..
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The people who set up our country and it's gov't. had Ied the oppression of Europe which had gone on for centuries. The Dark

Ages and the Reformation were ruled over by the RCC. The Reformation saw the tyranny rule of the Roman Church Pnally fall

from it's great power to rule over "everyone" with fear and superstition. But that seat of power, the papacy, did not go silently but

rather doubled down to create it's own offensive war to regain it's world dominion goals. That is the true inPltrator of our own

gov't.

and those of the rest of the world too. There are many books which still speak the truth of this history which has been almost

wiped from people's minds so as to confuse everyone into looking for solutions somewhere other than the true solutions. All

eyes have been turned away from the true source of all that is being spoken of in this thread! On purpose, for 500 years, all eyes

have been taken off Rome. But Rome is and has been the Pnal world empire noted in the bible.

It was the Pagan Roman Empire ruled by the Caesars that morphed into the "Holy" Roman Empire under the papacy. The

Protestant Reformation stopped their assault starting in 1517 and they have been diligently working to be restored ever since. In

fact, Pope Francis said in 2017, that "the Reformation is over" ! This is a far too long history to give it any thorough proof here but

I hope some will decide to look into it for themselves. This is all prophesied in the bible and we must know that and comply with

what God says in His Word, the bible so that we are not deceived in any way by these devils, as they most assuredly are, but

Can You Eliminate Bad
Breath for Good?
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what God says in His Word, the bible so that we are not deceived in any way by these devils, as they most assuredly are, but

rather we Pnd refuge in our Creator as HE DESTROYS ALL EVIL FOR THE PRESERVATION AND GROWTH OF HIS KINGDOM.

I pray God will take some of you and open your eyes to this and change your heart to want to know the truth according to the

Great Creator God Almighty......and leave to Him what we cannot do with out Him. Then He will work in us to will and to do of His
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good pleasure!
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Science is inquiry and exploration, not dogma.
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"a day of reckoning is surely coming" Yeah right...not in this life. At worst you will see Fauci simply fade into a well "we the people

funded" pension until he Pnally dies. WE get to pay perhaps the most corrupt individual any of us will have known in this lifetime and

this will be the reckoning WE will get in this life. His reckoning will have to wait until he dies. There is not REAL accountability on earth

in the swamp. Just lost jobs, slaps on the wrist and some measly Pnes for the Pharma companies slush funds typically kept full by

guess who..."we the people" Yeah some sort of reckoning. Just sayin
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Here's a recent, in-depth history lesson from Dr. David Martin (loads of new details): CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY - CDC

CONTINUES PUSHING FOR DANGEROUS MASS GENOCIDE OF CHILDREN 10/28/22 - www.bitchute.com/.../nzMBktq8SGMm  -

an important expose for everyone. David lays out numerous opportunities to stop this rollout; yet how many opportunities were

missed until it turned into murders.
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The good die young...the evil, get away with murder and live a long and disgusting life!
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"At this point, hearing these siren voices calling for more restrictions is just a sick joke, given the damage these people have inIicted on

our country — *two and a half years of experimental lockdowns that show no discernible benePt to countries and regions that stayed

open and carried on as normal."* --- Should this be re-phrased, or am I simply confused at this early hour? Shouldn't it be "no discernible

benePt to the countries that were locked down"? -- BTW: "Ladapo posted the updated guidance on Twitter the same day.6 Twitter

promptly removed the tweet for violation of Twitter rules, but eventually restored it.". Elon Musk now owns Twitter. Could it have been he

who "restored" it? This is most curious.
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Yes, Randy, more and more people are realizing that the plandemic was a hoax. Lies have an expiration limit. There is a proverb

that says: "He who tells a lie does not know what task he has assumed, because he will be forced to invent twenty more to

maintain the certainty of this Prst one" More than 400 studies on the failure of mandatory interventions due to covid Comparative

research studies and high-quality pieces of evidence and reports deemed relevant to this analysis. “There is no evidence that

more restrictive non-pharmaceutical interventions ('lockdowns') contributed substantially to bending the curve of new cases in

England, France, Germany, Iran, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, or the United States in early 2020”.

We have known this for a long time, but governments continue to redouble their efforts, causing people misery with ramiPcations

that will likely take decades or more to repair.” www.theepochtimes.com/more-than-400-studies-on-the-failure-of-compulso..

 2F4RMSGd8AHppFhF2cx%2FvDWmU%2BhblnO%2BO4KjvZe2Qy5iZ711Q6aweZr (03/23/2022)
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Thanks, Gui. You know that I have been calling this covid psyops a hoax from the very beginning. I'm not negating the fact that

many people get sick and die each year from various pathogens; although this was never anywhere close to a "pandemic"! I still

maintain that if the media hadn't begun their mis/disinformation campaigns and especially the mandates - nobody would have

even noticed a difference in their lives, or the people surrounding them. The Covid Con has been well orchestrated and there is

plenty of evidence in documents that prove covid test kits were being distributed globally - in 2017! I've mentioned many times

that the criminals attempted to roll out this tyranny in 2009 (the same year I stopped taking the Iu shot), with the H1N1 debacle,

where hundreds of people suffered and died from the shot. Their failure then, is now a total success. There are already H5N1

mRNA shots available and just waiting for the right time. Is anyone listening?
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www.voanews.com/a/canada-s-conservative-party-elects-populist-as-new-l..  anti Vaxx Pierre Poilievre ,He embraced Canadians who

were against vaccine mandates and supported the freedom truck convoy that paralyzed Canada’s capital and blockaded the border with

the U.S. “Alberta Premier Danielle Smith is on  This time she Pres back at Klaus Schwab & the WEF. “Until that organization stops

bragging about how much control they have over political leaders, I have no interest in being involved with them." Alberta Premier

Danielle Smith says she distrusts World Economic Forum, province to cut ties Smith said she won't deal with the agency until they stop

'bragging' about their control over politicians" So is there not hope that there is “resistance” and just maybe enough Politicians to turn

this madness and psychopathic behavior of a minority percentage of Billionaires around!! The above are just a few names that came up

in my email news!?
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I'm sure that you have good intentions; but linking to the lying and deceptive MSM could send people the wrong message. They

will always do their utmost best to disparage the truth tellers and further their own evil and corrupt agendas.

pressfortruth.ca/shes-taking-on-the-wef-ottawa-perhaps-this-needs-to-b..
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A lot of countries are not playing along!! And billions of people will not be subdued again!! FOAD......tyrants
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All this time starting with the Prst week in 1993 I have been on Organic Virgin Coconut Oil all because of the health benePts but in 2019

I Pnd out on a hunch this oil kills the SARS and shingles virus ! And because the people in the Philippines cook their food in this oil they

only had two people die in their country ! So I told my doctor about this many months ago and she asked me to come in and she agreed

with me that this amazing oil kills the Covid-19 virus. When are people going to wake up and think nature Prst ?????? If I had the money

I would be buying the 5 gallon container, instead of the one gallon of Organic coconut oil. I have a Plling the Philippines will be rich in a

couple years.
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A big reason we have this covid vax controversy still looming, despite the tons of evidence that it’s not what the MSM is telling us, is

because the propaganda is excellent. For those of us who have access to internet sites like Dr Mercola, CHD, Mike Adams, Stu Peters,

etc, we at least get to weigh things out. The huge amount of people who solely rely on MSM are trapped. They’ve been excellently

conned. Just look at the many Americans still wearing masks. I recently watched a game show with an elderly senior citizen to keep her

company and have some friendly chat with her during commercials.

The commercials were almost all pharmaceutical commercials, quite a few were encouraging covid boosters. Those who rely solely on

MSM for their health advice rely on those commercials, and the advice of their doctors. These doctors often get a Pnancial kickback for

recommending these products to the naive. If there is not a majority of elected olcials who can not see this and strike down this

madness, then this government needs a restructuring. Because the only ones truly benePtting from todays American government are

the corporations, and the global oligarchs.
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Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have they NOT Pgured out that this is a eugenics program to depopulate the world by hundreds of millions??? Just more diversion from

the bottom line truth.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep. Its written right there on the Georgia Guidestones.  Its one of their “ten commandments”.  Or in other words evil GOALS

 MOST people forget those exist but they do and theyre DEAD serious about their evil plans. Right there for all to see. But pple

STILL deny it.
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fou8556
Joined On 6/15/2017 10:55:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And I am not allowed entry to US from UK unless I am fully vaccinated ? Make sense of that.
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does that mean I have to Iy into Mexico and cross the boder with the illegals. Or citizens are required to be vaccinated but

illegals are not.
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Maxwell53
Joined On 3/23/2021 7:53:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very good article here from Off Guardian- pass it around. Blows the lid off virtually all facets of the Covid fraud. Covid-19: A Universe of

Questions In a Time of Universal Deceit: off-guardian.org/2022/10/28/covid-19-a-universe-of-questions-in-a-time..
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Mpup321
Joined On 11/5/2021 7:28:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"We had to move at the $peed of $cience."
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As we all know it's not only the CDC that's corrupt but all lettered agencies and medical schools that don't teach nutrition. The best way

to beat them is to learn nutrition and supplementation and/or to go to a ND, an osteopath, orthomolecular doc or at least a functional

medicine doctor.
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aubreyjoannembarqmail.co
Joined On 5/16/2021 1:09:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These jabs are a depopulation tool, stop lying, lying, lying. Killing millions of people world wide. Killing babies, young people and old.

Now they have added the shots to babies shots at their pediatrician olce. Dear GOD in heaven this has got to stop. These jabs help

no-one except the evil ones, to cull the population and money, money, money. Don't all these these people realize that after they are tried

and executed they are going straight to Hell. I guess not, that's where they are from. Time this insanity stops. When the people Pnd out

what they have done deliberately to their loved ones all Hell is going to break loose, their has already been several doctors and nurses

shot in the hospital this will only be the beginning!!!
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merculo
Joined On 4/12/2020 4:51:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sadly, the media we TRUSTED for decades, turned out to be a huge mercenary arm of big pharma, along with the corrupt white house,

most of the congress and the captured health agencies. BBC is a shameful collaborator of the big pharma maPa headed by il capo tony

fauci and sinister vile gates -along with CNN, NBC, CBS, MNSMBC, ABC, big google, big facebook, TNY times, W post, and until

yesterday, twitter, among many other evil social media outits. Hopefully Ellon Musk is the real white horse who will save the American

"democracy". They tried to prevent him from buying twitter and now the white -whore- house is abusing its power by instructing the

justice department to go a Pshing expedition to Pnd whatever they can - to stop him.
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CUT  THE  CORD!!! I dud in 2005. Free Thinking is amazing!! True Bloods unite!!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The most trusted man in America was Walter Cronkite. Guess who came in second in the poll? Betty Crocker, a Pctional character

on a box. I never trusted the media as they've always been controlled. Polls can be tailored to any result. As Michael Jackson

warned just days before his death "All history is a lie. Don't believe any of it.".
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Further to an earlier post I wrote about our skies and to add...there are many distractions available to stop us looking UP...covid, war,

politics etc may well be the main ones: www.globalresearch.ca/does-the-us-military-own-the-weather-weaponizing..
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now 'the day of reckoning is about here'...let's lift our eyes to the skies and take note of the ever increasing new types of cloud

formations available for viewing; the criss-crossing of our skies with sprayed dusts that cause the most unusual hues around clouds

when the sun is at a certain angle; metallic dusts? Many of you born after the late 80's may have never seen the type of skies those of

us born much earlier remember, but take my word for it...there is something going on up there there is probably stupidly dangerous (do

check out the claims of various geo-engineering companies), especially if one takes into account that those in power have allowed the

development of poisonous insecticides, atomic and hydrogen bombs, nuclear power stations whose waste products have a quarter of

million half life radiation danger that cost millions to 'safely(?)' store; they have allowed prescribing opioids, strip mining of vast

stretches of land to the detriment of all life in the area.

All so that multi-nationals can make vast proPts.  Taking all these stupidities into account, it's not unreasonable to surmise, as with the

above mentioned dangers, that NO safety tests to ensure no harm to life, have been demanded by governments prior to the

implementation of the geo-engineering taking place. Questions need to be asked of our governments as to WHY there's no debate

about this activity as it directly affects the AIR WE BREATH?

What are they spraying up there and do they really think they're clever enough to alter the weather sulciently (as some idiot said they

want to) to avoid the global warming with which they're scaring people?  They frightened people with lies about covid, that's no worse

than a bad Iu (by the way, the Iu Pgures vanished over 2020-21 in UK statistics), which is not to say there isn't a warming up of the

globe; weather patterns have altered vastly over centuries and we've always adapted, the fallout from ignorance and stupidity will be far

worse.
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PathNotes
Joined On 12/25/2012 3:44:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Big Pharma is using the well-worn Statin playbook for mRNA drugs. For newer readers of Dr. Mercola's blog, the Cholesterol scam is

greater than the mRNA scam. Statins have no benePt and cause many known harms. Yet for nearly 40 years, MDs have prescribed

Statins without hesitation.
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anthony.aaron47
Joined On 10/20/2021 12:55:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Going back to the earliest announcements from Jared Kushner and Co. (acting in place of President Trump), I very clearly recall that

stopping the spread or providing a cure for this Iu was never a part of the plan -- OWS was merely to get out something akin to a

'vaccine' that would lessen the symptoms so that the ERs wouldn't Pll up -- and that was all OWS was meant to accomplish.
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wcharter
Joined On 12/23/2010 8:56:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The 'covid industry'(a great phrase we should use in conversation daily) is full of psychopaths who can't write another playbook so back
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to the old one we go. No big surprise either. It worked so well the Prst time why not try it again. The diseases you see coming are from

suppressed immune systems created from the Prst injections and they want more so be sure to get your bivalent.
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DJWEBBSR
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The house has stacked the deck! We, the people of this country, are basically a bunch of sheep awaiting the coming slaughter. Less

than 5% of the population are really people that think for themselves. That is an easy number of people to eliminate by what ever means

that comes up. The Bible in Revelations refers to a time when people are controlled by Pnancial means and no one without the mark will

be able to survive without said mark. Wake up, people. Because that is exactly what is happening world wide today. Population control

is really murder of the people they do not want to survive.

Whether it be anyone over 65 or even a general reduction of people on the planet. When the government sent COVID patients into

nursing homes that should have set off alarms all over this country and charges of involuntary manslaughter brought against the

people that set that in place. It did not happen. Controlling media and what it can say? That did happen. Placing innocent people like

children on a mandatory vaccination list? Covering up incompetent government behavior? That has happened with the Secrets Act for a

very long time now. When did the Secrets Act cover up crimes done by government?

Well apparently they got away with it. In a really independent population, all of that would cause serious charges against all of them.

Not going to happen as long as that same guilty people control the justice department. Kennedy wrote a book bringing charges. It is

being ignored by people in authority and the same guilty people are still in charge. That is reality. Until all of this comes out in and out of

a just court room they got away with it. They can afford to allow a minority of people to know the truth under those circumstances.

Because nothing will be done about it.
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ghdnn
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Many ask “is this legal”; but do not allow reply. I state this answer: Rule 38. Right to a Jury Trial; Demand (a) RIGHT PRESERVED. The

right of trial by jury as declared by the Seventh Amendment to the Constitution—or as provided by a federal statute—is preserved to the

parties inviolate.
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Joined On 12/21/2010 3:45:44 PM
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Well we've learned where hell is at least, it's all around us now. It'll be really interesting to see if the species can survive all this, I have

serious doubts about that and trust me we're on our own, no god or savior will be intervening.  No longer any need to ask to "live in

interesting times!"
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM
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As the covid vax induced turboCancers ramp up you may Pnd this article useful to help your friends and family it covers fenbendazole

and cancer . A dePnite “worth read”! fenbendazole.substack.com/?r=oh1g6&utm_campaign=pub&utm_medium..
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Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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StarPower, I agree, but those countries use Ivermectin, even NIH has a article on Ivermectin curing cancer, at 2 cents per pill,

they'll never prescribe it! pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34483925  & www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7505114  I hear you can still buy

Ivermectin in Tennessee without a prescription, just ask for it!
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altierokgmail.com
Joined On 10/24/2020 8:20:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone censored 4 misinfo force utube {or whomever} to DEFINE term misinfo.  Only truth or falsehood exists. They wont use term

falsehood- cuz they'd have 2 prove it.  Force them to use term falsehood or dePne misinfo.
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Covid 19 pandemic was a deliberate virus weaponized to destroy world health and to control the masses by vaccines and

mandates that didn't even really work and they were even disastrous. This was a crime against humanity and those guilt of it must pay.
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Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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The guilty rarely pay because the system they control and maintain doesn't allow them to pay. It's why protests, elections and

complaining by the minions does not work.
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I’m deeply concerned because I saw a video about the lengths “they” are going to try next to ensure we’re all cloaked in nano particles,

which serve as the host for the spike proteins. If you don’t follow Kimberly Kingston, you should. She’s a whistleblower.
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Hi Sarah. In an explosive interview featuring key patent screenshots, scientiPc journal articles, and corporate documents, Karen

Kingston lays out the argument that covid mRNA "vaccine" injections are actually implantations of exotic technology that can be

used to achieve enslavement. global and/or genocide. In an explosive interview featuring key patent screenshots, scientiPc

journal articles, and corporate documents, Karen Kingston lays out the argument that covid mRNA "vaccine" injections are

actually implantations of exotic technology that can be used to achieve enslavement.

global and/or genocide. Biotech analyst Karen Kingston unveils the covid vaccine 5G link + biosynthetic AI nanotech - Covid-19

injections contain NEUROWEAPONS embedded in Lipid Nanoparticles (LNP) - Neurological weapons were hidden through

Emergency Use Authorization cover-up - Shocking patents conPrm it's all true (patent numbers shown) - Transhumanism assault

on humanity now under way, people becoming LESS human - LNPs can be activated via 5G frequencies to achieve physiological

changes - Covid "vaccines" appear to be exotic tech INSTALLED in human hosts - CCP-linked AI company named "national

security threat" in USA - 5G infrastructure to be exploited by AI embedded systems for surveillance - Post-vaccine "biostructures"

are self-assembling biosynthetic weapons www.newstarget.com/2022-10-06-biotech-analyst-karen-kingston-unveils-p..

 (06/10/2022) rumble.com/v1mvnzn-biotech-analyst-karen-kingston-unveils-the-covid-va..  (06/10/2022
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Chemtrails and vaxxines sensitize you to weaponized radio frequencies hearing voices hauntings total mind control and it is the

hive mind transhuman system designed for all. Dr Richard Delgado shows self assembling nano tech routers antennas in jabs w

graphene {conductive} ppl emitting mac addresses. Human 2.0 coming- harari says humans r hackable animals since covid

surveillance under the skin era of free will is over. Jabs are setting up beast system elon musk may offer Pnal conscious choice

to be upgraded and live 4ever controlled by satan prince of the air.

As iron and clay cyborg w these metals you will seek death and not Pnd it. Please show karen kingston dr delgado - then dr

james giordano military neuro scientists speak at west point on weaponized rf see the total control of mind and body. nicholson

1968 shows the occult preprogramming in entertainment w black programmable matter of the occult elite. lookoutfacharlie was

senstized by chemtrails went thru bloody skin internal detox shows this happening in real time. This is all the info you need. And

NEEDS to be reported. Not much else matters.
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From the patents look at the contents of vaccines - nanotech routers and antennas.  photos by dr richard delgado from

truthcomestolight.com  ot forbiddenhealing.net    BE AWARE!!!
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Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They can trybut if anyone is listening to the anger out therethere is a lot. and when Dan Bongino is stating he wished he had never

received the jab and tells everyone to use due diligence before giving their arm; then Pnally Ben Shapiro is against the jab. Both these

“highly intelligent” men now admit they were lied to. Thank goodness we didn’t have to wait for 18 months before we got our brains in

gear. Thank you all.
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Joined On 10/1/2014 7:10:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do not be fooled by GB News they are part of the establishments "Controlled Opposition", regulated by OFCOM ie the government,

Funded by Sir Paul Marshall who also donates to political parties. Its full of ex BBC, ITV & Sky presenters all pretending to be on your

side leading you to the same destination as the MSM. They love the mark of the beast aka chip in the hand; check out Neil Oliver

interviewing Gary Prince from simply pay me piece titled "Thats Handy." They also have links to warner bros/discovery.
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Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM
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So would you rather GB News do not exist?
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Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Marrit I don't think it is a matter of whether GB new exists or not but of Pnding out who funds whatever media we chose to watch.

Similarly with 'Anti-Establishment' Movements, from Black Lives Matter and Stop Oil to The French and Russian Revolution and

Mao's China, these never come from the grass roots but rather from Big Money to make more money. Similarly, there is then a

backlash which restores the status quo and if the goal is completely achieved, then a government diktat to stop all protest
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Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can you explain further how you know this ? GB News addresses and openly discusses topics other news channels will not

touch. I like GB News and will continue to watch.
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Joined On 6/29/2011 5:57:24 PM
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Brianallen1-not sure what to make of your comment.
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Joined On 3/6/2021 9:59:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stop paying for the BBC You can legally apply to the BBC to stop paying if you agree not to watch it or i player or any live tv. Connect

your TV to the Internet and watch any non BBC just not live. They are the mouthpiece of the globalists.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Biden Crime Family will survive just like the Clinton Crime Family, The Obama Crime Family, Bush Crime Family, etc. Nothing is

going to happen. Hillary cut off a girl's face and it's all on video and not a thing happened to her. Other than the folks saying she was

executed years ago. Better just follow the path of prepping.
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San7861
Joined On 9/12/2022 1:21:53 AM
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When will the world realize this is an intended attack to reduce population, and gain power control. But who’s behind it all- Tech giants,

Big Pharma (well that’s apparent), China- they’re certainly the $$$ supporting Pharmas, Soros, drug cartels, politicians who dePnitely

have much to gain in supporting/enforcing these measures,???
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What they fear most of all is a second Nuremberg tribunal. However, in time it is going to happem.
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Joined On 7/17/2022 11:04:17 AM
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Just lost 30 lbs in 3 months, back to my weight of 12 years ago, I call it The Weight Reset. I eat completely differently and feel better

than ever at 57. Being healthy is the best defense during these times!
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Joined On 4/18/2022 12:44:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually own your property without any liens(including property taxes)

rumble.com/v1g0uz3-land-patents-how-to-truly-own-your-land-and-protect..
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But we need to do this agenda, because if we don't then someone else will, that is what Klaus Schwab says, so lock down the world and

jab us. www.youtube.com/watch   "Free will, it's over".
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Correction: "COVID medical-industrial-governmental complex." To your health, tracy
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Lockdown Proponents Won’t Get Away With Pretending They Were Sceptics From the Start

dailysceptic.org/2022/10/29/lockdown-proponents-wont-get-away-with-pre..
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Joined On 4/29/2011 11:33:04 AM
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While I agree that the times we are living in are "interesting" (to quote an ancient Chinese curse), I think smartypants people like us

might start thinking about a more diplomatic approach to powerful, global elites. We can appeal to their good side. Don't forget, using

words like "cabal", if you'll excuse me, helps feed the us-versus-them narrative. The rich and powerful includes all sorts of people with

varying levels of power and inIuence. I know the central planners would, it would stand to reason, probably includes a relatively small

sized group of powerful elites, but we have no idea how large that group might be, or how open-minded some of them might be. Many

go along with the narrative out of necessity. Scientists are parents, don't forget. God love you all!
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Researchers are looking into the role of Galectin 3, an inIammatory driver, where this underscores severe COVID cases.

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov  Researchers are saying that those people testing with high Galectin 3 are the people who succumb to severe

COVID disease, whereas people testing with lower levels Galectin 3 do not develop severe disease. And multiples of researchers agree

that modiPed citrus pectin binds with galectin 3, preventing its cleaving to receptor sites, hence inhibiting its inIammatory,

illness-driving activity. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?term=modiPed+citrus+pectin++galectin+3  DR MERCOLA HERE IS A SHOUT TO YOU:

Please write an article about this. Thank you so much!
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Joined On 8/7/2013 3:51:46 PM
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Yes, we HAVE been deceived--and will continue to be, as long as most ppl don't understand that Germ Theory is wrong, & that there are
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no pathogenic viruses. "Pandemics" will Pnally be recognized as the fraud (and distraction from serious environmental poisoning) that

they are. Read THE INVISIBLE RAINBOW, THE CONTAGION MYTH.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/29/2022 9:08:27 AM
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But, have you ever been to a party and then everyone had the same head cold, Iu the next day? I have.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/29/2022 10:56:32 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BREAKING REPORT: China Knew All Along.  americasfreedomPghters.com/china-knew-all/?utm_source=BS-Mailer-AFF&a..   Who was

involved with the Wuhan lab and who made money off the sale of PPE?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/29/2022 8:51:38 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Almond... And what is very clear is that SARS-CoV-2 was created in the Whuan laboratory. HERE’S HOW YOU MAKE A

COV IN THE LAB’: NEW PAPER ON COVID ORIGINS PROVIDES STRONGEST EVIDENCE YET IT WAS A MANMADE VIRUS. A brand

new paper on the origins of SARS-CoV-2, the novel coronavirus behind Covid-19, is providing the strongest evidence yet that the

virus was manmade and did not originate spontaneously in a Chinese wet market. Princeton researcher Alex Washburne

announced the pre-print publication of the new study, which some skeptics are now crediting with changing their minds on the

issue. His Thread of it follows below: beckernews.com/heres-how-you-make-a-cov-in-the-lab-new-paper-on-covid-..

 manmade-virus-47554/ (10/20/2022)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/29/2022 1:45:05 PM
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A) According to the ACLU, in words to this effect (This is not a direct quote, but instead is me paraphraing), FOIA law forbids the

withholding of FOIA information wherever this causes inconvenience, embarrassment,etc. The ACLU wrote that they encountered many

stumblingblocks with FOIAs after 9-11-01, where "national Security" and "public safety" were invoked "improperly". They found

themselves stonewalled for months and even years at a time, by none other than our own government. According to FOIA law, when

somebody has something to hide, they can not hide at all. B) The reason why the government and others get away with such nonsense,

in my belief, is because we people lack boundaries.

We must stick to our boundaries. C) And we lack information. Ignorance is Not bliss, particularly where the law is concerned. The more

we know, and invoke, the law the more compliance with the law, there will be. D) Contrary to popular belief, many government agents

and olcials obey the law when people invoke it, and they also respect the people who know the law. I have seen it, having myself in a

respectful tone, invoked the law with powers that be, and thereafter seeing them turn around literally 180 degrees. Some rogue

individuals may buck, but they need to be taken down from their positions of inIuence and power, especially where this is the case.

In fact, by bucking the law and its invocation, they are proving their intentions, a clear sign that their removal from their position is only

deeply indicated. Conclusion: We the people are not victims as much as we think we are, we simply lack assertiveness. It is time for a

new leaf. And we the people have the power to see to it, that the law is obeyed. Plain and simple. Study, know, and invoke the law! Do

this exactly where it is feared to step on toes, that is when it is most indicated of all! Invoke the law with the police, government, and the

President of the United States. They must obey the LAW! End of story. God bless.
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Time to exit from this massive hoax. The Global elites want it all for themselves. Everything is a scam perpetuated intentionally to

deceive. Think about it, Climate change (HOAX), AIDS, COVID, (HOAX). All by design to control. Too many people, too many cattle, Too

many dogs and cats, birds, deer, on and on and on. The real problem is Management.  Those who get elected have one motive and that

is control along with making themselves rich. We need to go back to the turn of the previous century to realize how we have been duped

and controlled. The solution to this massive hoax is to THINK FOR YOURSELF and stop allowing someone else to control you. As Dr.

Mercola suggest we are in for another round of scare tactics and more January 6 nonsense. In the meantime until (if ever) sanity sets

in put your bacteria Plled mask back on and shiver.
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It seems appropriate we begin to use terms the covid hoax, mask hoax, and the covid vaccine hoax. To add the word hoax reduces the

fear power and PTS the other words carry when read or heard.
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Remember along with the suggestions to resist and prepare, use cash as much as possible in everyday transaction. Per Catherine

Austin Fitts and her associates this step can prevent the implementation of the digital Pnancial system only planned by TGReset

characters.
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More evidence of the fear and panic of public health authorities is the continuing de-credentialing of Dr. Peter McCullough.

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/dr-peter-mccullough-is-being-progressively
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They are at it right here in the UK now - these scientists are mad, absolutely mad - what could possibly go wrong -

eyeroll........www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-11357387/UK-scientists-mutant-Covid..
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Australia has not changed it's jab policy unfortunately. Latest gov advice (21 September 2022) is still recommended for everyone from

5 years upward. Available from 6 months upward for 'compromised' individuals. I'm living in the middle of it and the craziness is still

real and as jab happy as ever. Hopefully a State election in late November will throw out the biggest instigator.
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now they are normalising robotics into mainstream culture for the masses... www.youtube.com/watch  robots entering Britains Got

Talent etc.... please note I do not watch this program I saw this advertised on a news website...
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shalusharma78900gmail.co
Joined On 10/29/2022 1:14:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Typically, ladies don't require this to grow hair. But if a consultant is advising you to do this, pay close attention to the components

you're using. There shouldn't be anything comparable to what you are allergic to. Despite being safe to use, you don't need to stop right

away because it can also result in a dramatic loss of hair in a very short period of time. There is a reason why having that experience

won't be pleasant. Conclusion You should Prst speak with your doctor because this is not a long-term treatment for grown hair.

healthylifehuman.com/minoxidil
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nateanthony
Joined On 10/28/2020 5:57:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Defeat the Democrat Party, remove them from power and the nightmare of covid and its scourge on people's lives, medical tyranny,

censorship, inIation, illegal immigration, fentanyl, child tralcking, gender confusion, critical race theory, weaponization of the justice

system, energy crisis, the great reset will end. Remember, those who count the votes control the outcome, and the Democrats will stop

at nothing to continue their stranglehold on us. https://shipoffools.org
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scraps
Joined On 12/21/2010 3:45:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One political party isn't the problem, WEF is. Defeat them!
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triciaminter
Joined On 6/29/2011 5:57:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been following Dr. Mercola for many years. Have always been a believer in his advice. But I Pnd some comments posted about

the jab lacking. Trump was president when Covid hit. He's responsible for the fast tracking of the covid jab & for the lack of any

responsibility placed upon the makers for deaths & adverse reactions to those jabbed. I have not been jabbed & won't be in the future.

But I've never read any comments putting any blame for all this mess on Trump. He's the only person responsible for fast tracking the

jabs & by doing so gave his permission for the usual years of trials & any blame to be eliminated. Why are none of the comment writers

putting any blame for all this mess on Trump ? Just wondering why !
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ash3743
Joined On 10/21/2017 2:18:18 PM
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AGREED!!!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Because it matters not who the Pgurehead/actor/puppet is in the Oval Olce at any moment in time.
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NYBikerGal
Joined On 2/5/2019 8:31:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for your continuous important info, Dr. Mercola and everyone on this forum! I have a question- I'll be having surgery soon,

probably by the end of this month and don't want the swab test during the pre op testing. Would you know if there's a blood test that I

could recommend instead? I don't trust these tests to be accurate or safe- that being said, I don't want them to deny me of the surgery

by not being tested. Ugh- I'm so angry by all of this nonsense, and it totally breaks my heart to see my loved ones still getting these

jabs. :( Thanks all!  Thanks for replying, tallulah3- I'm glad you're on the mend!  I'm actually talking about the PCR testing- I don't want

that swab being jammed up in my nose or throat. Is there a blood test instead?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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There is a saliva or spit test, however, used more with children...
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Last year, I had MOHS surgery on basal cell skin cancer on my face. Beforehand, I was required to take a Covid test. (My surgeon

was pregnant.) It was a saliva test. Takes a while to collect. I Pgured if I'd had tasty smelling food with me, I could have produces

saliva faster. ;-)
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NYBikerGal
Joined On 2/5/2019 8:31:45 AM
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Thanks for the info, ladies- I'll keep that in mind!
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ash3743
Joined On 10/21/2017 2:18:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Florida statute 381.00315 FORCED VACCINES(as in break into your home and hold you down!), FORCED QUARANTINE AND

ISOLATION(as in take you away!!!).they can even kill your pets! FLORIDA IS A LIE FLORIDA IS NOT FREE!!!! I’m trying to speak out dr

mercola, but No one is listening including YOU! PLEASE DO AN ARTICLE ABOUT THIS EVIL NAZI STATUTE!!!
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September
Joined On 11/23/2007 1:25:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you so much for posting. Why Dr Mercola and no one in his organization is responding is most peculiar. And scary. I have

lived in Florida for several years and will be moving out of this horrible, scary State. I HATE Florida. Everyone should be

responsible and post this info. 4b. “the State Health Olcer may use any means necessary to vaccinate or treat the individual.”

www.Isenate.gov/.../381.00315  2017 Florida Statutes
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fool Me once .........shame on YOU.........Fool me TWICE and Shame on ME!!!!!!!!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trick-or-Treat...don't forget 5G is at YOUR Door step...and it won't be just 'Knocking' its gonna kill ya....    But as long as Da cell

works and I can chat about nothing for hours , then I don't matter...    Or My Tablet is faster ........which it isn't ............5G has very

little to do with communication for the billions of people on earth...... Most of 5G frequencies will is used by the NWO/AI to

CONTROL the MASSES of PEOPLE.....when are ya gonna wake up.????
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gup5336
Joined On 7/29/2013 11:37:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The video links have not been working for the last few posts. Please Px. Thanks
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